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enstence, uniqueness and continuity of
solutions to nonlinear partial differential
equatlons - equations of supreme impor_
tance to applied mathematics (fluid dynam_
ics, for instance, and electromagnetic äelds).
In each case, he overcame staggering difficj_
ties by relentlessly pushi ng ahäd uläng corn_
pletely unexpected lines.

- This work might well have earned him a
Fields medal (the mathematical equivalent
of the Nobel, but restricted to p.opt. ,rrra",
40 years old). By the time Naih was 28. it
seemed only a matter of time: his reputati,on
for brilliance was solidly establ ished'. f ortui)
magazine featured him as ..one ofthe bright_
est newstars in NewMaths". Here was a riost
unusual young man, tall and aloof, with
strikingly good looks, married to a smart,
beautifirlwoman.

S:hTpli*i" usuallystrikes at ayounger
age. In Nasht case, earlier symptoms may
havebeen attributedto the eccentiicities to be
expected of a genius, the passing effects of
fierce concentration and mental strain, or the
arrogant self-absorption of an immature
wunderkind. But slowly it became clear that
Nash.was sinking into a slate of paranoid
delusion. He gave up his faculty position at
the Massachusetts Institute of 

'Technology,

and attempted to become a political ."fug?;
in-Europe. "I started to think-that I was a nian
of great religious importance ... I began to
hear. something like telephone calls in my
nea.ct. trom peopleopposed to my ideas... The
delrrrum was like a dream from which I never
seemedto awake."

before he was 25. With masterfi.rl poi.. urrJ
lucidiry theyredefi ned the fi eld byintroduc_
rng Nash equilibria, the Nash solution of the
bargaining problem and the .Nash program,
relating cooperative and non_coopeiative
game theory (for example, basing coalitions
on negotiations).

In the following- 50 years, the subject
crpanded enormou-sly, but with hindsight it
can be seen that half_sentences in his unlub_
üshed PhD thesis and footnotes ..attributed
to Dr Nash" had anticipated recent develoo-
ments in some of the most act ive areas, l i ie
crperimental economics and evolutionary
game theory. For instance, the classical inter'_
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Deviating fromthe line
lBeautiful Mind
br'Svlvia Nasar
Faber (z Faber/Simon 6 Schuster: 199g.

ln 1994, fohn Forbes Nash lr received the
\obel Prize in Economics for a one_page
ntrte published in 1950. It introduced whät
today is called the Nash equilibrium,
erguably the most basic concept, not just for
game theory, but for every model of a social
ltuation where the consequences, for each
egent involved, depend not only on their
orr-n actions but also on those ofihe others.
ln a Nash equilibrium, none of the .players,
has an incentive to change strat"gyu, long u.
tnc other players keep to theirs.

Game theory, with its stated ambition to
eddress economic interactions of interde_
pe ndent decision-makers, had been founded
bt Iohn von Neumann and Oskar Morgen_
{ern. In 1948, the second edition of t]reir
monumental b ook Theory of Games and Eco _
aontic Behavior (princeton University press)
dominated and in fact circumscribed the
6eld: utility theory, zero_sum games, coali_
rmns ... The 2O-year-old Nash, whose educa_
tron in economics consisted of one under_
graduate course, had some ideas which, as he
mentioned in his Nobet autobiosraphv.'dc'viated 

somewhat from the ,t ine'" las 
in

prrty political line] of von Neumann and
I{orgensternt book".

Von Neumann was bluntly dismissive of
the young man: "This is trivial, yoo kno*.
That's just a fixed-point th"o."-.,,A.rd, in u
r?\', von Neumann was right. On the other
hand, his own celebrated maximin theorem
reduces to a simple corollary of Nasht exis-
tence proof, a nd is valid for two_person zero_
sum games only; these include plenty ofpar_
lour games, but cover painfirlty^f"* i"sturrl.,
ot real economic interactions. Nasht ..rival
epproach" has incontestablywon the day.

..,Clasics. 
in Game Th eory, edited by Harold

r,unn (pnnceton University press, I996),
br3ins.with three papers written by Nasir

pretation ofa Nash equilibrium relies on the
ratronal i ty of the players, who ought to be
a.ble to deduce a solution consistent with
their diverse interests (she thinks that I think
that she thinks ... ); but Nash also proposed a
"mass action" interpretation, bäred' ,.on 

a
large population of players using empirical
rnformation to arrive at a stable frequenw
distribution of strategies'l Vuny y.nrc tut-"i
thrs approach, which dispenses with ratio_
na Ii ty, was rediscovered by theoretical biolo_
grsts and led to the concepts of unbeatable
strategy (William D. Hami_lton) and eyolu_

:ol.1t:ly,stable srrategy lJohn Maynard
JmttnJ whlch dominate current thinking on
adaptation by natural selection and peico_
late through the social sciences.

Fundamental as Nasht economic insights
were, they used onJy .easy' 

mathematici_
what von Neumann had called trivial. This
may have been the reason Nash turned away
fiom game theory and attacked ,o-. of thä
technicalJy hardest mathematical problems.
He showed, in particular, that every nie_
mannian manifold (a curved .pu." *hi.h

lool'(1 
to any near_sighted inhabitant, like

r,uctldean space) could be smoothJy embed_
ded, without altering any distances, in a much
n rgher-dj mensional Eucl idean space.

Nash also obtained basic results on the

_ With the exception ofa briefremission in
the mid- I 960s, during which Nash resumed

][rst-class 
work on fluid dynamics and singu_

larrtles, "an interlude of, as it were, enforied
rationality'l his prime years were devastated
by the terrible illness. After several involun_
tary hospitalizations, Nash eventually drift_
ed b-ack to Princeton, a tragic, sltent stref of
his former self, haunting tt" .urnpu, u, tt 

""Phantom of Fine Hall ' l  searchingfor secret
meanings in numbers and leavÄg bizarre
messages on blackboards.

_ But, "gradually, I began to intellectually
relect some of the delusionally influenceä
lines ofthinkingwhichhadbe".r.t u.u.t..lr_
tic of my orientation,'. In the l9g0s, Nash,
who had resumed his life with t l, ."_*id
Alicia, managed to recover from an illness
that had been deemed incurable, urra to
return to scientific work. In his autobio_
graphical note, Nash defiantly grounds his
"hopes of Isti.ll] being able to acf,ieve some_
thrng 

.of 
value".on having gone through ,.a

sort of vacation'l namely ..the 
gap periäd of

zi 
.year.s 

ot partially deluded thinking,l The
enrnustastlc support fiom a new generation
of game theorists - /örgen Weibull and
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A journey ofsadness and grandeur: Nash,s prime
years were devastated by schizophrenia.
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Ariel Rubinstein, in particular - helped to
pave the way for the Nobel prize, a belated
tribute to one ofthe most influentialintellec-
tual figures of our time.

This story a modern-day version of the
biblical legend of Job, is bound to attract
biographers. Sylvia Nasar, an economics cor-
respondent from the New York Times, was
offered a visiting position at Princetons
Institute for Advanced Study to prepare her
book. Her excursions into mathematics are
kept to a minimum, and make little pretence
at explaining Nash's discoveries. She
attempts to describe the Klein bottle (a one-
sided surface) without offering a figure, and
does not bother to draw the board ofHex, a
clever game invented by Nash as a graduate
student. Her book does not provide many
details on the illness either. In addition, Nash
chose not to cooperate with his biographer
- the arrests, deportations and enforced
commitments must have been too agonizing
to retrace.

Despite these disadvantages, Nasar has
succeeded in writing an admirable bookthat
grips from beginning to end. Based on hun-
dreds of interviews, her depiction of the
small tribe of top mathematicians is uncan-
nilytrue to life, a masterpiece of oral history;
and her inside reports from the offices ofthe
RAND corporation ("thinking the unthink-
able") or the conclaves ofthe Swedish Acad-
emy of Sciences are gems of investigative
journalism. Most importantly, her sober,
honest and humane portrayal of Nash is an
absorbing experience, and firlly conveys the
sadnessandgrandeurofhisfate. n
Karl Sigmund is at the Institute of Mathematics,
University of Vienna, Strudlhofgasse 4A- 1090,
Venna" and the Inter national Institute for Applied

Systetns Analysis (IIASA), Schlossplatz 1,
Larcnburg Austria.

o A Beautiful Mindwas shortlisted forthe Rhöne-
Poulenc Prize for Science Books (see Naure 399,
654;1999).

When ideas become
tollbooths
OwningtheFuture
bySeth Shulman
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There was a time when the phrases 'market-

place of ideas'and'free flow of information'
were considered closelyconnected, ifnot syn-
onymous. But the trends surveyed by science
journalist Seth Shulman suggestthat, as these
phrases turn from metaphor to literal
description, their mutual antagonism
becomes unavoidably apparent. At the end of
the day, the wedding of business and knowl-
edge may be captured by the blunt aphorism:

l:to

there's no suchthing as a freelunch.
The newlandscape of intellectual proper-

ty has attracted wide attention, and not just
from law firms, research labs and applica-
tion-development shops. A contentious lit-
erature flows out ofevery corner ofacade-
mia, from business schools to English
departments. Yet, ironically, the subject has
scarcely risen to the point ofvisibility in the
national policy debates of most industrial
democracies.

Beneficiaries of strong patent protection
fr equentlypresent themselves as free-market
individualists. Shulman describes an eye
surgeonwho had acquired apatenton apro-
cedure discoveredbyaccident and essentially
similar to techniques already used by others.
The surgeon defended his claim to payment
of thousands of dollars in annual royalties
from every other surgeon performing the
procedure by noting that, after all, "medicine
is a capitalist endeavour".

Yet patent protection derives not from a
private right to propertybut from the power
of the state to grant monopoly privileges on
the grounds that the public's interest in "the
Progress of Science and usefirl Arts" (to use
the language of the US Constitution) over-
rides the individual's right to practise his
trade unfettered by government constraint.
Defining the nature, extent and validity of
that public interest is surely essential to the
business of a democratic polity.

Shulman seeks to stimulate this debate
by describing a series ofstriking and, at least
on their legal surface, egregiously expansive
claims to patent protection for software rou-
tines, hybridized or recombinant organ-
isms, and natural genetic resources. Two
features of the late twentieth-century envi-
ronment (rather than a simple rise in greed
and incompetence) appear chiefly responsi-
ble for the observed trends. The first is that,
in a knowledge-based economy, incentives
to aggressively pursue and defend the
broadest possible patent protection are
more powerfirl than ever before. This is
partlybecause personal and national wealth
depends, to a far greater extent than previ-
ously, on the control of knowledge
resources. But it is also the result ofa classic
collective-action dilemma: each company's
ability to defend itself against patent claims
brought by others depends, in part, on the
portfolio ofpatents it can bring to the table
in support of cross-licensing agreements.
The cost of litigating these arrangements
may undermine the productivity of all par-
ties, but none of them can do anything
except push forward with vigorous and
expansive new claims. Shulman quotes
Jonas Salk's 1954 answer to Edward R. Mur-
row's question about who would control the
new polio vaccine: "There is no patent.
Could you patent the Sun?" A half-century
later, this answerwouldbe much more diffi-
cultto sustain

The second
cumstance that
makes intellec-
tual-property
claims newly
problematic is
evident in
Shulmans
selection of
examples.
Patent
offices
APPIY
standards
and criteria
that derive
from an age
in which inven-
tions were closelytied to
discrete, material things.Thisdoes not mean

that patenting aprocessis some noveltyof the
information age. (The very first patent

issued in the United States was for a process

used to produce potash.) But it does mean

that concepts crucial to the distinction
befiveen what can and cannot, should and
should not be afforded protection as intel-
lectual property ("invention', "product of
nature", "non-obvious", "language", "proce-

dure", etc.) cannot be applied in a straight-
forward and unproblematic way to phe-

nomena such as software codes, business
procedures or DNA sequences.

Lawyers are quick to point out that noth-

ing in the law authorizes ownership of an
idea; all that can be protected is its "tangible

expression" (copyright) or its "practical

application' (patent). What Shulman
shows, however, is that loopholes and ambi-
guities in the standards for assigning protec-

tion can andare being exploitedto turn ideas

into "tollbooths" that allow private appro-
priation ofthe tools ofthought and which
obstruct or impede the very innovation and
public dispersal ofknowledge that provide

the public-poliry justification for intellectu-
al propertyin the firstplace.

This happens in several interrelated
ways. Overly broad patents can close off

competing research avenues. (Shulman

offers the example of a 1994 European
patent granting Agracetus exclusive rights
to "any and all genetically altered soybeans",
whether created bythe method specified on
their applicati.on or any other.) Absttact,
essentially conceptual anticipations of
devices allow a skilful ideas merchant to

reap enormous licensing rewards once actu-

al products are brought to market by others.
(Schulman mentions |erome Lemelson,
awarded more US patents than anyone
other than Thomas Edison, as the unchal-
lenged master of this art.) Patents that push

at the boundaries of "obvious" and "algo-

rithm" (both non-patentable) leave pro-

grammers at constant risk of inadvertent
infringement. Accidents of priority and
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